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Abstract
This paper overviews FBK’s participation in the RTE-7 Main task organized
within the Text Analysis Conference (TAC) 2011. Our participation is character-
ized by two main themes, namely:
1. The attempt to move from token-level overlap measures (i.e. a count of the
terms in the hypothesis that can be mapped to terms in the Text), to phrase-
level overlap measures that take into account a larger context to favour sys-
tem’s precision;
2. The attempt to use paraphrase tables derived from parallel data as the main
source of lexical knowledge for the mapping.
In contrast with previous experiments over different datasets on one side, and
the scores achieved over the RTE-7 DEV SET on the other side, our final results
are lower than those obtained with the simpler token-overlap algorithm (41.90%
Vs 44.1% Micro-Averaged F-measure). The motivations for this unexpected per-
formance drop are still under investigation.
1 Introduction
Building on the outcomes of previous participations to the RTE challenge [1, 2], our
approach to the 2011 edition of the RTE task moves from the observation that word-
overlap measures represent a strong, hard to beat baseline for recognizing textual en-
tailment. Along this direction, our previous works considered the overlap between texts
and hypotheses only at the level of single words, taking advantage of lexical resources
and methods biased towards tokens [3, 4, 5]. Although quite effective, and always lead-
ing to above average results [6], token-overlap could be in principle easily improved
by considering phrases (i.e. more context) to enhance precision. To overcome the bias
towards single words, we recently explored the viability of n-gram-based solutions that
exploit paraphrase tables extracted from parallel data [7]. The intuition behind the two
approaches is the same but, instead of measuring the amount of words in H that can
be mapped to words in T (either directly, or through entailment-preserving relations
provided by lexical knowledge sources), our RTE-7 system measures the amount of
n-grams in H that can be mapped to n-grams in T.
In addition to this change, we explored the integration within a Machine Learning
framework of a number of features that reflect a more linguistically motivated represen-
tation of the T-H pairs. To this aim, information about the semantic similarity between
texts and hypotheses, semantic roles, named entities, and semantic relations between
entities has been considered during system’s development.
The final submitted runs have been produced by: i) running n-fold cross validation
on the RTE-7 DEV SET with different algorithms and sets of features in order to se-
lect the most promising/stable configuration of our system, and ii) using, as a term of
comparison, the score obtained by the EDITS system [6, 8] on the same dataset. In
both cases, our pre-submission results were very positive, showing: i) significant im-
provements over the simpler token-overlap, ii) the positive effect of calculating phrasal-
overlap by means of paraphrase tables derived from parallel data, and iii) the useful-
ness, beyond word overlap counts, of other semantically motivated features. In spite
of this, the official scores achieved over the TEST SET are significantly lower than
expected. First, the performance drop on test data is larger than the decrease observed
when token-overlap is used as a single feature. Second, the results of the post hoc
ablation tests contradict some of the findings we made during training (e.g. about the
usefulness of some of the features). Although error analysis is still underway, both
conclusions confirm the difficulty, in the RTE task, of improving over relatively simple
baselines even with promising, linguistically motivated approaches.
The following sections overview our participation in the RTE-7 Main task, provid-
ing details about the experiments carried out at the training stage, the submitted runs,
the results achieved, and the post-hoc ablation tests performed to check the validity of
what we learned during training.
2 Training, submissions, and results
The RTE-7 Main task has the same formulation as in RTE-6, that is: “Given a corpus
C, a hypothesis H, and a set of “candidate” entailing sentences for that H retrieved
from C by the Lucene search engine, the RTE-7 main task consists in identifying all
the sentences that entail H among the candidate sentences”.
2.1 Training the system
System’s training was carried out through the following steps:
RTE corpus creation. As a first step we created a set of entailment pairs of the type
TCandx-H for each hypothesis H and for each candidate sentence for that H.
Filtering. The resulting entailment corpus, highly unbalanced towards negative exam-
ples (i.e. 20284 “NO” entailment pairs, Vs 1136 positive examples) was then processed
in order to reduce such disproportion. To this aim, by filtering out pairs composed by
candidate entailing sentences with a low Lucene score (≤ 0.02), the original corpus
was reduced to 1101 positive and 13614 negative examples. The remaining pairs were
further filtered by considering the lexical overlap between texts and hypotheses. Such
overlap was calculated applying a modified version of the Lesk measure which sums,
for each n-gram level (from 1 to 5), the squares of the length of the phrasal matches.
Leskmod =
∑5
n=1
#matched(n)∗n2
length(H)2
Considering the asymmetry of the entailment relation, the score is normalized by
the square of the length of H, instead of the product of the lengths of the strings as
it is done by the original Lesk formula. With a threshold manually set to 0.015, the
modified Lesk measure allowed to obtain a final RTE corpus composed of 999 positive
and 9086 negative pairs (respectively 137 and 11198 less than the original ones).
Preprocessing. The entailment corpus resulting from the previous step was processed
using the TreeTagger [11] to obtain tokenization, lemmatization and part-of-speech
tagging. In order to investigate also higher level linguistically motivated features, we
further processed the created corpus at the level of dependency tree representations
[14], named entities [13], semantic roles [12] and dependency relation triples [15]. For
each T-H pair, these different levels of information were used to extract the features
discussed in the next section.
Feature extraction and selection. In our approach, the entailment recognition pro-
cess builds on feature vector representations of the T-H pairs, which are used to learn a
reliable model for the classification of new unseen pairs. These features try to capture
various phenomena affecting the entailment decision. The features extracted can be
grouped as follows:
• Lexical overlap, including Word-Overlap (WO), Longest Common Sub-sequence
(LCS) [8] and Rouge (RG) [16]: these features capture the presence of H terms
(tokens or lemmas) in T.
• Phrasal matching (PPT) using paraphrase tables [7]: these features capture the
presence of H n-gram (n = 1 .. 5) phrases (tokens or lemmas or stems) in T on
the basis of a paraphrase table extracted from bilingual corpora.
• Semantic role matching (SR) [12, 18]: these features capture similarities be-
tween T and H by comparing the semantic roles (i.e., arguments and adjuncts)
which occur in the predicates.
• Named entity matching (NE) [13, 18]: these features analyze similarities be-
tween T and H by comparing the named entities, according to their type, which
co-occur in them.
• Dependency relation matching (RELEX) [15]: these features capture similar-
ities between T and H by comparing dependency relation triples.
• Wikipedia similarity score (WIKI) [3, 17]: this feature estimates the similar-
ity of two strings (T and H) using a latent semantic model which is built over
Wikipedia.
In order to select the most effective feature set, among the wide range of algorithms
for learning from unbalanced datasets we used the logistics and optimized decision tree
algorithms available in WEKA [19]. Moreover, we set the algorithms to maximize the
F-measure over positive entailment pairs as a learning criterion.
We tested the algorithms mentioned above over different sets of features in various
combinations. In order to select the best features for the final runs, we performed learn-
ing and classification using 10-fold and 2-fold cross validation. The results achieved
over the DEV SET, under both n-fold validation conditions, showed the positive con-
tribution of most of the features we experimented with. Apart from semantic roles (SR)
and dependency relations (RELEX), which we are not able to fully exploit yet, all the
other features contributed to increase baseline performance (up to 3.6 F-measure points
with 10-fold cross validation). The scores achieved with the best performing configu-
rations (i.e. those used for the final submission, described in the following section) are
reported in Table 1. The results calculated over the same dataset with the latest release
of the EDITS system (EDITS-GA), used as a term of comparison, are also reported in
the table.
2.2 Submitted runs and results
Building on the results obtained over the DEV SET, for the RTE7 Main task we sub-
mitted the following three runs:
Run 1.
Features: WO, LCS, PPT, WIKI, NE.
Algorithm: logistics optimized on F-measure of positive entailment pairs.
Training dataset: filtered using Lucene and Lesk score.
Run 2.
Features: WO, LCS, PPT, WIKI, NE.
Algorithm: decision tree applying the LogitBoost strategy optimized on F-measure of
positive entailment pairs.
Training dataset: filtered using Lucene and Lesk score.
Run 3.
Features: WO, LCS, PPT, WIKI, NE.
Algorithm: logistics optimized on F-measure of positive entailment pairs.
Training dataset: unfiltered (i.e. all the original DEV SET).
The results achieved by each run, both on the training and test data, are reported
in Table 1. As can be seen from the table, our best result has been achieved by Run 3
(41.90% Micro-Averaged F-measure). It has to be observed that, during training, such
configuration achieved significantly lower results compared to the others. Moreover,
compared to i) EDITS, ii) 10-fold, and iii) 2-fold cross validation scores obtained on
the DEV SET, all these scores reveal a considerable performance drop, larger than the
(somehow) expected effect of data overfitting.
10-fold (Dev) 2-fold (Dev) EDITS-GA (Dev) Test (official)
Run 1 (filtered) 52.8 56.1 52.2 39.89
Run 2 (filtered) 53.1 50.7 52.2 39.50
Run 3 (unfiltered) 51.2 50.8 47.6 41.9
Table 1: F-measure scores over Dev (10-fold & 2-fold cross validation) compared with
EDITS-GA, and official Test results.
3 Ablation tests
As in previous editions of the RTE Main Task, also this year ablation tests were required
for systems participating in the Main task. In order to better understand the impact of
different knowledge resources and tools, participants were required to run their system
over the test data removing one resource at a time. To this aim, we submitted four
additional runs. Each run has been obtained applying our best model trained on the
unfiltered DEV SET (the best set according the official results), removing the most
useful features according to the training results1. Table 2 shows the results achieved
by the four ablation tests, reporting the ablated resource(s), and the 10-fold validation
scores achieved, with the same configuration, over the unfiltered DEV SET.
Ablation test No. Ablated run Ablated resource 10-fold (Dev) Test
- Run 3 - 51.2 41.9
1 Run 3 Paraphrase Table 50.2 43.33
2 Run 3 Named Entities feature 49.2 42.79
3 Run 3 Wiki similarity feature 49.4 44.5
41 Run 3 All but token-overlap 47.6 44.1
Table 2: Ablation results
As can be seen from the table, the ablation tests results contradict the observations
made with n-fold cross validation over the training data. While on the DEV SET each
resource contributes to a significant improvement over the baseline configuration (us-
ing only token-overlap), on the TEST SET they all have a negative impact. Among
others, these results contradict previous findings about the effectiveness of: i) comput-
ing overlap measures at the phrasal level [7], and ii) computing similarity between T
and H using LSA models built over Wikipedia [17].
4 Conclusion
Our approach to the 2011 edition of the RTE task moved from, and ended with the
observation that word-overlap measures represent a strong, hard to beat baseline for
recognizing textual entailment. Despite the attempt to improve over simple token-
overlap computation with a more linguistically motivated approach (also based on a
1Although the 4th run is not compliant with the specifications for ablation tests (all resources are indeed
ablated), we submitted it to eventually check the performance of a basic system based on token-overlap.
richer representation of the T-H pairs), the final evaluation results led to contradictory
conclusions that confirm the difficulty of the task.
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